
INTRODUCTION

Learning disability means Difficulties encountered in learning specific academic skills
such as reading, writing and arithmetic due to brain inability to receive process analyze and
store. During school age 10-25 per cent children develop learning disabilities, which become
stumbling blocks in attaining academic success. Unsuccessful students encounter lot of
socio-emotional problems. To help such children to overcome learning disabilities, it is essential
for parents and teachers to understand learning process, identifying specific characteristics
exhibited by children, how and why learning problems occur and what measures can be
taken for correcting such difficulties.

Childhood is generally recognized as the period from infancy to age twelve (including
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ABSTRACT
This research deals with learning disabilities in children aiming to know the challenges and
solutions. The sample comprises 6-10 years boys and girls from various schools in Akola city.
An Exploratory research design and survey method was employed for data collection. Specific
tools and techniques were prepared to know the problems related to Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic (3Rs). The results were drawn by applying Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation.
Students with a learning disabilities exhibit problems in written language, handwriting, spelling,
sentence construction, vocabulary usage, volume of information produced, and organization of
written ideas in general. Many students also present difficulties in reading, writing, since both
areas are language-based. Difference between sound as well as interpreting visual information
significantly correlated with the reading score (0.41 and 0.49). Fine motor skills and language
strongly correlated with clear hearing of sound and interpretation of proper visual
information,(0.42 and 0.43) these two variable have significant impact on the students performance
hence care is needed to be taken to eliminates hearing difference, as well as visual barriers, so
that children can express the matter consistently and interpret the audio-visual information’s
correctly.
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the early primary school years to ensure continuity of experience). The Brain is determined
and develops biologically during this period. The most rapid period of brain development
takes place in the first two years of life, laying the pathway for all later functions (social,
intellectual, emotional, physical and immunological). Brain development is influenced by the
child’s interaction with the environment (Both human and material). By the age of six, 90%
of the brain’s structure and organization of neutral path ways are developed or not developed
if the child has been lacking proper nutrition and stimulation. Failure to support the child’s
brain development through proper care can lead to permanent damage.

Late childhood is marked by conditions that profoundly affect a child’s personal and
social adjustments. The beginning of late childhood is marked by the child’s entrance into
first grade in school. For most of the young children, this is a major change in the pattern of
their lives, even when they have had a year or more of experience in some pre-school
institution.

According to Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, childhood consists of four stages.
The sequence of these stages will not change but there are individual differences in the
speed with which a child passes through them. There are many activities which help to
influence mental maturity (Piaget). Educational psychologists have stated that the general
mental stimulation a child receives in early childhood has an impact on his or her ability to
read. So the child can be given picture puzzles, matching colors making pairs to look for
similarities and differences, matching designs then matching pictures e.g. Vegetables, Animals,
Vehicles, their use, story, sequences. All these games are thought provoking.

Besides preparing children to read and write, pre-primary teachers also deal with the
first steps in reading and writing. Parents too are interested in helping their children at home
at this stage. Research evidence suggests that young children, who can read fluently, with
full understanding, are more likely to be those who do not depend on spelling out words in
their minds in order to recognize and read them. Neither to have they relied entirely on
breaking down words phonetically i.e. according to the sequence of sounds in a word.
Children who have been taught to look first at whole words and recognize them are able to
develop a fairly large reading vocabulary quite fast.

The pre-school development of the learning disabled child is often uneventful and the
parent does not suspect that a problem exists. When informed of the problem by elementary
school personnel, a parent’s first reaction is generally to deny the existence of a disability.
This denial is, of course, unproductive. The father tends to remain in this stage for a prolonged
period because he is not exposed to the child’s day-to-day frustrations and failures. The
parent of a learning difficult child goes through a series of emotions before truly accepting
the child and his problem. These “stages” are totally unpredictable. A parent may move from
stage-to-stage in random. Some parents skip over stages while others remain in one stage
for an extended period. Again, the pattern of reactions of parents is totally unpredictable.
This situation is worsened by the fact that frequently the mother and father may be involved
in different and conflicting stages at the same time (e.g., blame vs. denial; anger vs. guilt).
This can make communication very difficult.

Joseph R. Boyle (2012), conducted a study on, “Note-Taking and Secondary Students
with Learning Disabilities: Challenges and Solutions”, As more secondary students with
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learning disabilities (LD) enroll in advanced content-area classes and are expected to pass
state exams, they are faced with the challenge of mastering difficult concepts and abstract
vocabulary while learning content. Once in these classes, students must learn from lectures
that move at a quick pace, record accurate and complete notes, and then demonstrate their
mastery of the content on tests. This article provides an overview of the challenges faced by
students with LD in content-area classes and discusses the problems that students have
learning from lectures and recording notes. Further, the article discusses theory and research
related to note-taking and presents note-taking interventions that teachers can use to help
students improve their note-taking skills, and ultimately, improve their achievement in these
classes (Joseph R. Boyle, 2012).

David C. Parker et al. (2012) Concluded from his study on “Extending Curriculum-
based Assessment to Early Writing”, that Early writing interventions can help students develop
the writing skills they need to experience positive educational and postsecondary outcomes,
but effective intervention requires instructionally relevant assessment data. Shapiro’s
curriculum-based assessment (CBA) model integrates related yet distinct CBA approaches
into a model that informs intervention. Extending this model to early writing poses challenges
only recently addressed by research. On the basis of a review of relevant early writing
research, this article outlines an instructionally relevant assessment model for early writing.
Within the proposed model, the instructional hierarchy is suggested to directly connect early
writing assessment with intervention. A discussion of potential limitations as well as future
directions for research is included (Bob Gates et al., 2007).

The good news is that with proper help; most learning disabled children can make
excellent progress. There are many successful adults such as attorneys, business executives,
physicians, teachers, etc. who had learning disabilities but overcame them and became
successful. Now with special education and many special materials, learning disabled children
can be helped early. This is the main aim of the study that parents get realized about learning
difficulties, its consequences, reasons, possibilities of recovery and positive attitude regarding
problem in their children. The following objectives are set for the present investigation..

Objectives of the study :
– To study the learning difficulties in school going children.
–  To identify the various learning difficulties of children.
– To identify the influencing parameters of children’s learning difficulties.

METHODOLOGY
An Exploratory research design with survey method was used for research. Stratified

random, selective, sampling method was used as a sampling technique. Children age 6 to 10
years with learning difficulties were selected from each school. 60 boys and 60 girls were
selected for the study. Questionnaire for preliminary information’s was used and prepared
for data collection; where as a specific testing technique was prepared to know learning
problems in children.. The teacher’s questionnaire includes personal information on 7 sections
similarly the parents information about demographic data was recorded. Karl Pearson’s
correlation of coefficient was worked out to know the correlated factors.
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The study was conducted on 120 students in Zila perished schools of Akola city. The

Study is based on disabilities in children due to Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, and Dyscalculia. Majority
of the students in III rd and IV th standard aren’t aware of Marathi alphabet, English alphabet,
Small and Capital letters and number writing. Students are poor in algebra but they could
perform algebraic operation. Identification of shapes (Geometry) was not possible for more
than 60% of students. In the opinion of teachers that reading, writing, correct pronunciation,
punctuations, writing the sentences, spelling of the words are not very well known to the
students. The concept of ten and hundred and thousand was not fully understood. As reported
by teachers’ fine motor skills aren’t observed in 40 to 60% students. Understanding the
language was difficult to 40% of students. Students aren’t attentive in the class and therefore
an interpretation was found difficult. The peer group analysis conclude that majority of the
students are blind follower of their peer groups.

The selected students belong to the large family having 5 to 12 members however the
families are from poor to lower middle class. Parents reported that, their wards hesitate
while writing, they are not aware of holding pen and pencil properly, having bad hand writing,
slow speed, confusion and low confidence, which are the matters of serious attention. In the
opinion of parents the movement of finger in co-ordination with eye and sense wasn’t observe
in 40% students. Language speaking and stumbling problem were accepted by 55% parents.
Hearing conversation and answering the question was problem with 30% students. In the
opinion of 1/5 parent visualization disability was observed in their wards. By reviewing the
opinions of parents, it is concluded that all these variables are interrelated and have composed
the effect on reading writing therefore improvement in students is possible by understanding
their problems.

The correlation study on teacher’s opinion about hearing differences and interpreting

Table : 1: Teacher’s opinion on hearing difference interpreting information and selected traits
Sr. No. Particular Hearing difference Interpreting visual information

1. Reading 0.428323** 0.381996**

2. Writing 0.174091 0.090794

3. Arithmetic 0.329742** 0.16314

4. Fine motor skills 0.502475** 0.482826**

5. Language 0.615847** 0.508396**
** Significant at 1%  level of significance

Table 2 : Parent’s opinion on hearing differences interpreting information and selected traits
Sr. No. Particular Hearing sound differences Interpreting visual information

1. Reading .4189** .4911**

2. Writing .3183** .3618**

3. Arithmetic .3364** .2497*

4. Fine motor skills .4285** .3574**

5. Language .4230** .3275**
* Significant at 5% level of significance      ** Significant at 1% level of significance
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visual information conclude that reading, arithmetic operations, fine motor skills and language
knowledge are directly related to hearing differences.

The students were asked to write Marathi alphabets, English alphabets small and capital
letters writing numbers in figures and words, arithmetic operation, rewriting English and
Marathi paragraph and identification of shapes. The data obtained by each student was
recorded and processed for correlation and coefficient between writing English alphabet, no
arithmetic operation, writing paragraph in English and Marathi, alphabet identification of
shape were worked out and presented in the table.

The opinions of teachers about the reading, writing, arithmetic, fine motor skills, language
and hearing difference between sound, interpreting visual information were scored an analysis
to study the relation between these traits the above table present the correlation between
these variables, on going through table it is observed that the significant relationship was
observed between reading, fine motor skills and understanding language with hearing difference
between sound and interpreting visual information indicating that reading difference between
sound as well as interpreting visual information significantly associated with the reading
score, fine motor skills and language understanding (0.42, 0.50, 0.61), respectively. Hence it
is Concluded that these two variables have significant impact on the students performance
hence care should be taken to eliminates hearing difference between sound so that they can
express the matter consistently and interpret the visual information correctly.

The relation between the reading writing arithmetic fine motor skills and sound interpreting
visual information was worked out using the parents score, the Karl persons correction
value are presented in the table, on going through the table, it is observed that all the values
of correlation and coefficient are significant and it is concluded that in the opinion of parents
also hearing differences between sound and interpreting visual information are the variable
at the root cause of difficulties in reading , writing ,arithmetic ,fine motor skill and understanding
the language.

Conclusion :
On going through the table it is observed that all the variable are interrelated and

significant, one has impact on the another which resulted in students in poor performance
hence it is necessary to provide sufficient knowledge to the students and acquaint them with
alphabet arithmetic operations and shapes to elevate their level of understanding. Difference
between sound as well as interpreting visual information significantly correlated with the
reading score (0.41 and 0.49). Fine motor skills and language strongly correlated with clear
hearing of sound and interpretation of proper visual information,(0.42 and 0.43) these two
variable have significant impact on the students performance hence care is needed to be
taken to eliminates hearing difference between sound so that they can express the matter
consistently and interpret the visual information correctly. Children should hear the clear
sound from the teacher as well as they should be able to visualize the information written or
shown on blackboard in the school. Constant inability in such things may hamper the interest
and ability in learning.
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